The XK70 Platinum Weekend
Friday 8 - Monday 11 June 2018

Celebrate the XK70 Jaguar Festival in style with this
bespoke weekend experience. Centred around one
of four delightful hotels, our Weekend allows you to
relax and unwind after the fun of the day at Shelsley.

Your weekend begins at the British Motor Museum and the Jaguar Collection at
Gaydon, Warwickshire on Friday.
Following an exclusive tour and lunch, you will have a scenic drive to your choice of
fully hosted hotel - full details are available at www.xk70.co.uk.

The XK70 Platinum Weekend programme includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Visit to the British Motor Museum and Jaguar Collection with lunch
Three nights’ accommodation at one of the hotels listed
Saturday and Sunday standard entry to the Jaguar Festival at Shelsley Walsh (optional VIP upgrade available)
Entry to our XK70 1948 Party at Shelsley, including coach travel from your hotel
Friday Afternoon Tea at your hotel
Pre-dinner Fizz & Canapés Friday evening
Dinner at your hotel on Friday and Sunday evenings
Breakfast on Saturday, Sunday and before departure on Monday
Exclusive use of the Platinum Enclosure at Shelsley
Full mechanical support for all three days, courtesy of great Club friends,
SNG Barratt Group of Bridgnorth

Dinham Hall Hotel, Ludlow

The Elms, Abberley
A beautiful Queen Anne mansion
in extensive grounds, The Elms is as
impressive inside as out. For years, the
house served as a grand family home,
and now it offers an equally warm
welcome to guests.

This late 18th Century mansion stands in
the heart of historic Ludlow opposite the
impressive Medieval Castle - an enviable
location with splendid views of the Castle
ramparts, Whitcliffe, the Teme river
valley and the town rooftops.

With 23 tastefully designed bedrooms
equipped with every amenity and with
its warm and welcoming staff, The Elms
Hotel is dedicated to making your stay
truly enjoyable.

Guests can relax in Dinham’s restful
lounges and pretty terraces, and enjoy
fine dining in the outstanding Elliots
Brasserie. French Chef Olivier Bossut is
renowned for his interpretation of
French dishes, and he specialises in
giving delicious twists to the classics
everybody loves.

The Elms offers a variety of rooms, all
of which are charming and classically
elegant. The accommodation types
available are Classic, Superior or Feature.
Each room is individual in style.
Breakfast is a relaxed affair in the Terrace
restaurant, with a generous Continental
buffet or full English breakfast.

Chateau Impney, Droitwich Spa

The Jaguar Collection

For dinner, The Brookes Restaurant
serves its Best of British-inspired menu.
An enchanting boutique country house
hotel just minutes from the Regency
town of Droitwich Spa as well as Junction
5 of the M5. Chateau Impney is one of
the finest examples of classic French
chateau-style buildings in the UK, with a
rich history spanning over 100 years.
Within the elegant walls of the Grade
II* listed Chateau, you’ll find beautiful
original features – its distinctive charm
lies in its breathtaking blend of iconic
French architecture with a stunning
English parkland setting.
The ornamental gardens around the
Chateau descend into 140 acres of
picturesque grounds.
From large and lavish to cosy and
comfortable, there are a range of room
types on offer. Choose from Economy,
Classic, Executive and Superior.

Many of the key ingredients come from
the hotel’s own Kitchen Garden.
The Elms boasts a fine spa, pools and
treatment rooms. The outdoor pool is
of sufficient size to exercise the fitness
conscious, whilst the cedar-scented
sauna, steam rooms, and feature
showers treat both body and soul.
On warmer days, enjoy a drink on the
terrace overlooking the walled Kitchen
Garden in peace and quiet.

Tall, square, solid and stylish, Dinham
Hall, built in 1792 by Samuel Nash, agent
to the Earls of Powys, is the epitome of a
grand Georgian family home.
Furnished with beautiful period antiques,
the house is now presented as an elegant
13 bedroom hotel with each room
offering the charm and proportions
typical of the Georgian Period.

The original features of the Chateau
blend flawlessly with contemporary
design to offer the vibrancy of open-plan
dining, yet still with a feeling of intimacy.

Overton Grange is a beautiful Country
House Hotel located just over a mile
from Ludlow, in the unspoiled South
Shropshire countryside.

The recently refurbished restaurant
combines the elegant décor of the
Chateau with a modern, relaxed feel that
provides the perfect setting in which to
enjoy breakfast. The most elegant dining
can be enjoyed in the Grand Ballroom,
with a delightful terrace overlooking the
sweeping grounds of the Chateau.

Overton has 14 bedrooms, each with
breath-taking views over the surrounding
countryside, and each full of character
and individually styled, but all offering
excellent and comfortable facilities
Dining at Overton Grange Hotel is a
combination of experiences; tranquil

A gem of an hotel, Dinham Hall provides
guests with ready access to the town’s
broad streets, narrow lanes, graceful
buildings and mellow beauty. Ludlow
offers the discerning visitor an eclectic
mix of quaint shops, and the market
square is just 50m away.
and elegant surroundings with stunning
views from the restaurant, and fine food
- the cuisine is Michelin accredited, while
the kitchen has also been awarded 2 AA
Red Rosettes.
The food at Overton Grange is a matter
of pride to the proprietors and kitchen
team alike. They believe dining is a
pleasure and to share the enjoyment of
an exquisite dish is one of life’s luxuries.
They have built up an enthusiastic young
team in the kitchen, and Head Chef Tom
Jacks and his staff are all dedicated and
passionate about food.
Overton Grange is an ideal place to relax,
with stylish and comfortable lounge and
bar areas. There is also a superb indoor
pool with sauna and spa treatments
available - these need to be booked in
advance, directly with the hotel.

Overton Grange, Ludlow

